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Abstract. Node classification on graphs is of great importance in many
applications. Due to the limited labeling capability and evolution in
real-world open scenarios, novel classes can emerge on unlabeled testing
nodes. However, little attention has been paid to novel class discovery on
graphs. Discovering novel classes is challenging as novel and known class
nodes are correlated by edges, which makes their representations indistin-
guishable when applying message passing GNNs. Furthermore, the novel
classes lack labeling information to guide the learning process. In this
paper, we propose a novel method Open-world gRAph neuraL network
(ORAL) to tackle these challenges. ORAL first detects correlations be-
tween classes through semi-supervised prototypical learning. Inter-class
correlations are subsequently eliminated by the prototypical attention
network, leading to distinctive representations for different classes. Fur-
thermore, to fully explore multi-scale graph features for alleviating label
deficiencies, ORAL generates pseudo-labels by aligning and ensembling
label estimations from multiple stacked prototypical attention networks.
Extensive experiments on several benchmark datasets show the effective-
ness of our proposed method.

Keywords: Novel class discovery · Graph neural network · Open-world
learning.

1 Introduction

Graphs are ubiquitously used to reveal the interactions among various entities.
One fundamental learning task on graphs is the node classification [12,13,15,21,22],
which has many applications such as predicting the areas of publications in aca-
demic networks [13,21], identifying the functions of proteins in biology graphs

http://arxiv.org/abs/2403.19907v1
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Fig. 1. Illustration of novel class discovery for open-world learning on an academic
graph. Nodes represent papers, edges represent citation relationships, and each paper
belongs to a certain research field (node class).

[10,22]. Graph neural networks [2,23], which rely on extensive annotation infor-
mation for training, have shown superior performance on the node classification
task. To further ease the annotation burden, researchers have recently paid much
attention to the semi-supervised setting [4,6,15,17], where only a small propor-
tion of nodes on the graph is labeled.

However, existing node classification methods [2,12,13,15,21,22,23] assume a
closed-world setting [3], where unlabeled testing nodes belong to classes seen on
the labeled training nodes. This assumption rarely holds for graphs in the open
world, since novel classes can frequently emerge on unlabeled nodes. Take the
toy academic graph in Figure 1 as an example, with nodes and edges denoting
papers and citation relationships respectively. In addition to nodes labeled with
well-known research topics, there are newly emerging unlabeled papers with
unknown themes. The emergence of new research papers can introduce novel
research topics. A crucial problem is to learn distinguishable representations for
both known and novel classes, and facilitates novel class discovery along the way.
We term this problem as Open-world Graph Learning in this paper.

While the open-world graph learning naturally suits many real-world appli-
cations, it poses unique challenges: (1) Novel and known classes are correlated
by edges, which makes learning distinguishable representations difficult. For ex-
ample, papers proposing new research areas will cite existing articles in related
fields on the academic graph. Consequently, novel and existing research areas
are correlated by edges representing citation relationships. Edges between novel
and known classes can make their representations indistinguishable, since typical
GNNs [2,12,13,15,23] tend to learn similar representations for connected nodes
through message passing. (2) Only unlabeled nodes of novel classes are provided,
lacking labeling information to guide representation learning and novel class dis-
covery during the training process. Generating pseudo-labeling on novel class
nodes is challenging due to the absence of labeled novel class nodes for learning
the labeling mechanism. Given known class labeling information and rich fea-
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tures on graphs, how can we obtain novel class pseudo-labels and incorporate
the generated label information for open-world graph learning?

In this paper, we propose a novel method Open-world gRAph neuraL net-
work (ORAL) to tackle these challenges. ORAL first employs the prototypi-
cal attention network to detect and eliminate correlations between novel and
known classes. By leveraging labeling granularity mined from known classes, the
prototypical attention network first approximates the ground-truth label with
semi-supervised prototypical clustering. Distinctive representations for different
classes can be obtained by eliminating message passing over inter-class edges de-
tected from label estimations. ORAL stacks multiple prototypical attention net-
works to explore graph features at different scales. To alleviate the lack of novel
class labeling information, label estimations from different layers are aligned
and ensembled to generate reliable pseudo-labels. Pseudo-labeling information
is incorporated into the input graph data to guide the novel class discovery by
recovering intra-class edges and removing inter-class ones. Confidence filtering
and perturbation-robust consistency training are further introduced to combat
pseudo-labeling noise during the learning process.

In summary, our contributions can be summarized as,

– Our approach constitutes the first attempt to investigate open-world graph
neural network which can automatically discover novel classes on graphs.

– We propose the prototypical attention network to detect and eliminate inter-
class correlations for distinguishing novel classes from others during repre-
sentation learning.

– To ease the lack of novel class label information, we generate pseudo-labels
according to multi-scale graph features and labeling granularity mined from
known classes.

– We perform extensive experiments and analyze the results, proving the ef-
fectiveness of our method.

2 Problem Formulation

Notations. A graph is represented as G = (V , E ,X), where V = {vi}i=1,...,N is a
node set representing nodes in a graph, eij = (vi, vj) ∈ E is an edge indicating the
relationship between two nodes and xi ∈ X indicates content features associated
with each node vi.

Open-world Graph Learning. The node set V is composed of labeled training
nodes VL and unlabeled testing nodes VU , which belong to class set YL and YU

respectively. In open-world scenarios, novel class can emerge on the unlabeled
nodes, i.e., YL ⊂ YU . The aim of open-world graph learning is to discover novel
classes automatically and classify the unlabeled nodes into known classes (YL)
or novel classes (YU \ YL).
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Fig. 2. An overview of the proposed model ORAL.

3 Methodology

Overview. The framework of our proposed method ORAL is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The prototypical attention network (PAN) is first employed to eliminate
inter-class correlations. Given representative nodes (prototypes) extracted by
prototype learning, PAN performs semi-supervised clustering on the prototype
graph of relatively small size, efficiently obtaining group assignments of proto-
types and nodes. Message passing between groups are eliminated by the group-
aware attention mechanism to generate separable representations. Furthermore,
ORAL eases the lack of labeling information by the pseudo-label generator,
which aligns and ensembles multiple group assignment estimations in the last
stage, facilitating the open-world learning through structure refining.

3.1 Prototypical Attention Network

The prototypical attention network clusters nodes into groups and eliminates
correlations between classes by reducing message passing between groups, where
the clustering results are approximations of ground-truth labels. Nonetheless,
the number of novel classes is unknown in the open world, we have to repeatedly
perform clustering on graphs to search for the optimal clustering granularity
by fitting the labeling information, which can be time-consuming. To ease the
computation burden, we extract representative nodes through prototype learning
and conduct semi-supervised clustering on the small prototype graph instead of
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the large whole graph. The node clustering result is approximated from that of
prototypes, which is employed to eliminate message passing through the group-
aware attention mechanism.

Representative nodes are modeled as a set of trainable prototypes C =
{c1, c2, · · · cNpro

} in the representation space, where Npro denotes the number
of prototypes. Given a node with representation hi which is initialized as node
feature xi, we compute the representativeness score of each prototype cj to the
node as follows,

rij =
exp(hT

i cj)∑Npro

k=1 exp(hT
i ck)

. (1)

To ensure each prototype is representative of a set of nodes, we regularize the
marginal distribution of representativeness scores to be close to a balanced prior,

Lreg = KL[(
1

Npro

· 1)||(
1

|V|

|V|∑

i=1

ri)], (2)

where ri = [ri1, . . . , riNpro
] ∈ R

Npro , 1 ∈ R
Npro represents the all-ones vector

and KL represents the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Each node is regarded as an
associated instance of prototypes with the top k largest representativeness score.
The similarity relationships between prototypes s ∈ R

Npro×Npro can be calcu-
lated as the jaccard index of their associated node set, i.e., sij = Jaccard(Γi, Γj),
with Γi denotes the associated node set of the i-th prototype.

Semi-supervised Prototypical Clustering. Applying a clustering algorithm
with polynomial time complexity on the small prototype graph (C, Ep) instead
of the whole graph can substantially ease the computational burden, where Ep =
{(ci, cj , sij)}. Given the groups Cg = {Cg

1 , · · · , C
g
Nclu

} discovered by clustering
on prototypes, the assignment probability of a node vi to a group Cg

k can be
approximated according to their relationship scores with prototypes,

pik =
∑

cj∈Cg

k

rij . (3)

Despite prototype-based clustering can improve efficiency significantly, the la-
beling granularity which decides the class (cluster) number is still unknown.
However, overly fine-grained clustering can cluster nodes of the same class into
different clusters, while overly coarse-grained clustering can cluster nodes of
different classes into the same cluster. Both cases lead to drops in clustering
accuracy. Therefore, we search for the optimal clustering granularity by maxi-
mizing the accuracy on the labeled known class nodes. The clustering accuracy
is calculated as,

ACC = max
f∈P(YL)

∑

vi∈VL

1

|VL|
1(ŷi = f(yi)),

ŷi = argmax
k

pik,

(4)
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where 1 is the indicator function and ŷi is the predicted group ID. Considering
the potential misalignment between between class and groups IDs, we find the
alignment function from the set of all permutations P(YL) by solving the max-
imization problem through the Hungarian algorithm [16]. Groups do not match
with any known class are regarded as discovered novel classes.

Group-aware Attention Mechanism. Besides local attribute information on
nodes, the neighborhood information on graphs has also been shown to be impor-
tant for node classification [2,12,13,15,23]. However, due to the existence of edges
between known class nodes and novel class ones, aggregating all neighborhood
information with existing graph convolution layers can make different classes
indistinguishable in the representation space. Despite graph attention networks
can assign different weights to different neighbors, which are not guaranteed to
contain knowledge about how to distinguish each novel class from others.

To learn compact representations for novel class discovery, we propose the
group-aware attention mechanism. Group assignments predicted by semi-supervised
prototypical learning are approximations of the ground-truth labels, which can
be utilized to eliminate correlations between novel and known classes during
neighborhood aggregation. The group-aware attention mechanism calculates the
attention scores for neighbors according to the group assignment similarities
eik = cos (pi,pk), where pi = [pi1, . . . , piNclu

],

αij = softmax(eij) =
exp (eij)∑

k∈N(i) exp (eik)
. (5)

The low group assignment similarities between novel and known class nodes
lead to low attention weights, while the attention weights between nodes from
the same class are high. Consequently, aggregating information according to the
group assignments can eliminate correlations between classes due to the low
attention weights on inter-class edges, obtaining compact representations,

h∗
i = σ(

∑

vj∈N(i)∪{vi}

αijWhj). (6)

where σ is the relu activation function. By stacking multiple prototypical atten-
tion networks, ORAL further predicts over the representation h∗

i obtained after
selectively aggregating neighborhood information. Consequently, we get access to
a list of predictions as well as node representations, {(p(1),h(1)), ..., (p(L),h(L))},
calculated at different scales using different hops of neighborhood information,
where L is the number of layers, (p(i),h(i)) is the group assignments and repre-
sentations generated by the i-th prototypical attention network. The prototypical
attention networks are trained by the cross-entropy loss layer by layer,

Lce =
∑

vi∈V

L∑

l=1

− log p
(l)
iyi

, (7)

where yi is the label of node vi and p
(l)
iyi

is the predicted probability of node i

belonging to the yi-th group (class) in the l-th layer.
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3.2 Pseudo-label Guided Open-world Learning

To mitigate the lack of novel class labeling information, we generate reliable
pseudo-labels to guide the open-world graph learning. The generation process of
pseudo-labels is shown in the pseudo-label generator part, while the utilization
of pseudo-labels is detailed in the pseudo-label enhanced structure refinement
part.

Pseudo-label Generator. ORAL introduces the pseudo-label generator to
mitigate the lack of novel class labeling information. To fully leverage the rich
information captured at different scales, ORAL ensembles prediction results
estimated by multiple stacked prototypical attention networks. However, ensem-
bling multiple group assignment results is non-trivial. Due to the unsupervised
nature of novel class discovery, groups from different layers are not aligned, even
the number of groups varies from layer to layer.

We overcome these challenges through the proposed padding, aligning and
suppressing operation. Given the set of predictions {p(1), ...,p(L)}, we first pad
them with zero vectors such that they have the same number of prototype groups.
Then we align and ensemble predictions from different layers by the Hungarian
algorithm [16],

p̂ij =
1

L

L∑

k=1

p
(k)
ijk

, (8)

where jk denotes the prototype group ID in the k-th layer that corresponds
to the j-th group in the initial layer. p̂ij is the probability of assigning node
i to group j obtained from ensemble inference. Groups which only exist in a
certain layer or associates with almost no nodes can be regarded as detection
noise. We suppress neurons responding to these noisy groups by masking over
the prediction results,

p̂i = p̂i ⊙m
(9)

where the mask m is calculated by comparing the group popularity with a pre-
defined threshold η, mi = 1( 1

|V|

∑
i p̂i,j > η). The symbol ⊙ stands for the

element-wise product. For each known class and discovered novel class, we select
reliable pseudo labels as the labeling information on confident node subset, which
is the top γ percentage of unlabeled nodes with the highest prediction probability
(confidence) of belonging to this label.

Pseudo-label Enhanced Structure Refinement. Reliable pseudo-labels in-
formation is incorporated into the input graph data for guiding open-world learn-
ing. Specifically, we recover intra-class edges to increase similarities between
nodes of the same pseudo-label, while eliminating inter-class edges to decrease
inter-class similarities. Structure refining according to pseudo-labeling makes it
easier to distinguish novel classes from others.
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Algorithm 1: ORAL

Data: Graph G = (V, E ,X), Labeled training nodes (VL,Y
L)

Result: Predictions of unlabeled nodes VU , where new classes can emerge.

1 Randomly initialize model parameters;
2 repeat

3 for l = 1 to L do

4 Calculate group assignments p(l) according to Eq. (3);

5 Calculate node embeddings h(l) according to Eq. (6) ;

6 Update model parameters according to loss defined in Eq. (13);
7 Update the graph structure according to Eq. (11);

8 until Convergence or iteration number reaches the threshold ;
9 Predict test node labels by ensemble inference in Eq. (9);

Recovering intra-class edges according to pseudo-labels can introduce infor-
mation from unconnected nodes in the original graph for open-world learning.
However, excessive edge recovery can result in over-smoothing. We select the top
µ percent of intra-class node pairs with the lowest similarities as recovered edges
E+, where the similarity is calculated according to their relationship scores to
prototypes in Eq. 1,

snij =
1

L

L∑

l=1

cos(r
(l)
i , r

(l)
j ), (10)

where r
(l)
i is the relationship between nodes and prototypes in the l-th layer.

Consequently, edges between intra-class nodes associated to different prototypes
are recovered, which increases similarities between prototypes related to the
same class and facilitates more accurate semi-supervised prototypical clustering
for novel class discovery.

ORAL further eliminate inter-class edges E− according to pseudo-labeling.
Since ensemble pseudo-labeling incorporates knowledge from different layers,
taking the refined structure as input for each prototypical attention layer can
transfer knowledge to eliminate unwanted correlations between classes among
layers. The final refined structure can be formulated as,

Ê = (E \ E−) ∪ E+. (11)

To make ORAL robust to the noise introduced during the structure refining
process, we introduce the permutation-consistent training loss, which augments
the structure information with the adaptive augmentation technique [36] and
regularizes the prediction consistency between different views,

Lcon =
∑

vi∈V

L∑

l=1

KL(p
(l)
i ||p̄

(l)
i ), (12)
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Table 1. Statistics of the experiment datasets.

Dataset # Nodes # Edges # Attributes # Classes # Known Classes

Cora 2708 5429 1433 7 5

AmazonPhoto 7650 238162 745 8 6

BlogCatlog 5196 343486 8189 6 4

where p̄
(l)
i is the prediction over the augmented graph. The overall training loss

can be calculated as,

L = Lce + Lreg + Lcon (13)

The final predictions on unlabeled nodes can be obtained based on Eq. (9). The
training process is summarized in Algorithm 1.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experiment settings

Datasets. We test our method on three commonly used datasets: (1) Cora [32]
is the citation network where classes are subjects of scientific publications. (2)
AmazonPhoto [25] is the co-purchase network with categories of goods as node
labels. (3) BlogCatlog [19] is the blog network where node labels are topics of
blogs. The dataset statistics is shown in Table 1. For each dataset, we sample 80
percent of classes for which we have labels during training, the remaining ones
are novel classes emerged in the test set. We further sub-sample 70 percent and
15 percent of the nodes from known classes to constitute the labelled training
set and validation set. The remaining nodes from known classes, along with all
instances from novel classes, constitute the unlabeled test node set VU .

Evaluation Metrics. Following the novel class discovery literature [18,27] in
the CV domain, we conduct experiments in scenarios where the number of classes
is known as well as in scenarios where it is unknown. The model performance
is measured with clustering accuracy, since the label IDs of ground-truth label-
ing and predictions may not be aligned. Similar to Equation 4, the clustering
accuracy on test nodes can be calculated as,

ACC = max
f∈P(YU )

∑

vi∈VU

1

|VU |
1(ŷi = f(yi)). (14)

Besides the main metric indicating the classification performance over all test-
ing nodes, we further report values for both known class subset (nodes in VU

belonging to classes in YL) and novel classes subset (nodes in VU belonging to
classes in YU \ YL).
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Table 2. Performance comparison of all methods, the experiment results are average
over ten runs. “Prior” refers to the number of classes.

Dataset Method
Without Prior With Prior

GCN GCD OCD ORAL VGAE GCD OCD ORAL

Cora

All 39.29 50.67 53.28 69.91 50.60 48.08 51.03 71.39

Known 67.31 54.31 56.76 73.60 49.48 51.69 50.56 76.97

Novel 0.00 45.50 48.41 64.72 52.22 43.03 51.67 65.71

BlogCatalog

All 26.04 37.79 42.83 70.23 38.18 37.91 42.73 73.76

Known 70.28 26.00 34.55 87.39 25.03 27.13 34.84 88.46

Novel 0.00 44.73 47.70 60.14 45.92 44.25 47.37 65.11

Amazon

Photo

All 56.69 70.66 67.98 84.09 66.35 70.52 67.41 88.05

Known 93.44 71.98 68.58 92.71 65.89 71.98 66.75 95.36

Novel 0.00 68.44 67.04 70.79 67.06 68.27 68.43 76.77

Average

All 40.67 53.04 54.69 74.74 51.71 52.17 53.73 77.73

Known 77.01 50.76 53.29 84.57 46.76 50.23 50.72 86.93

Novel 0.00 52.89 54.38 65.21 54.96 51.85 55.82 69.20

Baselines. We choose the following methods as baselines, which can be clas-
sified into the three families. (1) Semi-supervised Approach. GCN [15] is a
popular graph convolution network for semi-supervised node classification, which
is unable to discover novel classes and will mistakenly classify novel class nodes
into known classes.(2) Unsupervised Approach. VGAE [14] is an unsuper-
vised method to learn graph embeddings. We extend this method for open-world
graph learning by combining VGAE with the non-parametric kmeans classifier,
where the number of classes is assumed to be a known prior. (3) Open-world
Semi-supervised Approaches. GCD [27] is the most popular method for dis-
covering novel categories in the CV domain, which estimates the number of novel
classes by maximizing the clustering accuracy on labeled instances. OpenNCD
[18] is the state-of-the-art method for open-world semi-supervised learning. Con-
sidering the performance decrease caused by non-parametric classifier in GCD,
OpenNCD replaces the kmeans classifier with learnable prototypes and trains
the network with a novel progressive bi-level contrastive learning method. We
abbreviate OpenNCD as OCD in this article. We extend these methods to open-
world graph learning by replacing the encoding module with graph convolution
layers [15]. When the number of novel classes is known as a prior, both open-
world semi-supervised baselines and ORAL search for the clustering granularity
where the number of clusters (classes) matches with the prior knowledge.
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Table 3. Experiment results of class number estimation, where PredNum and MAE
represents the estimated class number and mean absolute estimation error.

Method
Cora Amazon BlogCatalog Average

PredNum MAE PredNum MAE PredNum MAE MAE

GCD 6.0 1.0 7.1 0.9 6.3 0.3 0.7

OpenNCD 7.4 0.4 8.8 0.8 5.6 0.4 0.5

ORAL 7.7 0.7 8.0 0.0 5.7 0.3 0.3

Table 4. Ablation study, where PAN stands for prototypical attention network and
POL stands for pseudo-label guided open-world learning.

Modules Without prior With prior

PAN POL
Cora BlogCatalog Cora BlogCatalog

All Novel All Novel All Novel All Novel

× × 53.28 48.41 42.83 47.70 51.03 51.67 42.73 47.27

X × 65.97 55.27 70.44 60.38 64.53 49.10 73.10 63.80

X X 69.91 64.72 70.23 60.14 71.39 65.71 73.76 65.11

4.2 Main results

Table 2 illustrates the experiment results of baselines and our work. From the
results, we have the following observations: (1) Our proposed method consis-
tently shows strong performance on both known and novel classes across all
datasets. The improvements can be attributed to thatORAL distinguishes novel
classes from others by utilizing node similarities discovered by semi-supervised
prototypical clustering and generates reliable pseudo-labels to mitigate lack of
novel class labeling information. (2) Despite existing semi-supervised method
GCN performs well on known classes, they are unable to discover novel classes
and mistakenly classify novel class nodes into known classes. Consequently, its
accuracy over novel classes is zero. (3) Given the number of classes, we can
approximate the ground-truth labels by combining clustering and unsupervised
representation learning method VGAE, which results in low performance on
known classes due to the lack of supervision information. (4) With the help
of labeled known class nodes, open-world semi-supervised learning methods can
discover novel classes automatically without knowing the number of classes in
advance. ORAL achieves the lowest mean absolute error in the estimated class
number as shown in Table 3. (5) The performance of open-world semi-supervised
learning baselines is still unsatisfactory since they are unable to eliminate cor-
relations between classes on graphs. We further compare the performance of
baselines equipped with different graph convolution methods in Figure 3. Al-
though graph attention network [28] can assign learnable scores to edges, it still
lacks the knowledge to distinguish novel classes from known ones. (6) By guid-
ing the models to search for the proper labeling granularity during training,
the number of novel classes can improve the novel class accuracy of OpenNCD
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Fig. 3. Performance of baselines with different graph convolution networks. OurORAL

consistently outperforms all variants of existing open-world baseline methods, showing
its superiority.
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Fig. 4. Performance of different prototypical attention network layers.

and ORAL by 1.5% and 4.0% separately. Nonetheless, the prior information is
simply incorporated into the clustering during testing in GCD, which can not
guide the learning process and improve performance [29]. (7) Due to the lack
of novel class labeling information, open-world semi-supervised baselines gener-
ally perform better on known classes than novel ones, except for the BlogCatlog
dataset. Baseline methods tend to cluster different classes into the same group
on BlogCatlog due to the strong inter-class correlations. To achieve best overall
performance, the clustering accuracy is biased towards classes with more testing
nodes, which constitute the novel classes in BlogCatlog.

4.3 Abaltion Study

In this section, we investigate the contribution of two main components in our
model by ablation experiments. Specifically, we ablate the prototypical attention
network (PAN) by replacing it with the graph convolution layer [15]. The abla-
tion of the pseudo-label guided open-world learning (POL) module is achieved
by directly taking the model trained on the original graph for prediction, where
the incorporation of pseudo-labeling information is ablated. The results of these
variants are shown in Table 4, we have the following observations: (1) The im-
provement of PAN module is more significant on BlogCatlog which has more
inter-class edges (60%) compared with Cora (19%). This observation shows the
effectiveness of PAN in eliminating inter-class correlations on graphs. (2) Adding
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Fig. 5. Impact of key hyper-parameters on performance of ORAL on the BlogCatlog
dataset when the class number is known.

the POL module can further improve accuracy over novel classes, indicating the
effectiveness of POL in mitigating the lack of novel class labeling information.

We also conduct experiments to show the effectiveness of the proposed en-
semble inference technique in Eq. 9. The performance of different prototypical
attention network layers is shown in Figure 4, we have the following observations:
(1) The layer which achieves the best performance varies across datasets and
classes. For instance, the second layer exhibits optimal performance for known
classes classification in the AmazonPhoto dataset, whereas it is surpassed by the
third layer on novel classes in the Cora dataset. (2) The ensemble inference con-
sistently achieves strong performance over different classes, even surpassing any
individual layer. Moreover, it alleviates the challenge of manually searching for
the optimal layer for prediction, particularly in cases where labeled validation
data for novel classes is unavailable.

4.4 Impact of Hyper-parameter Settings

Next, we conduct experiments to investigate the impact of key hyper-parameters
on the performance of ORAL:

Impact of prototype number Npro. Prototypes are representative nodes on
graphs, which are modeled as trainable vectors. We select {20, 40, 60, 80} as
Npro respectively, and show experiment results in Figure 5. The performance
improves as Npro increases and peaks at 40. Then the performance decreases as
Npro becomes larger. Insufficient number of prototypes are not representative
of nodes on graphs, while setting Npro too high can lead to over-fitting, both
results in performance drops.

Impact of reliable pseudo-label ratio γ. The pseudo-label generator selects
the labeling information on top γ percentage of unlabeled nodes with the highest
prediction probability (confidence) as reliable pseudo-labels. We range γ within
{0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} and plot the results. In the beginning, performance increases
as γ increases, indicating the effectiveness of utilizing pseudo-labels to guide
open-world learning. The performance declines when γ is larger than 0.3, which
may be caused by noise in pseudo-labels with low prediction confidence.
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Impact of recovery edge ratio µ. ORAL selects top µ percent of intra-class
node pairs with the lowest similarities as recovered edges to guide open-world
learning. We select µ as {0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025} respectively. When µ is 0.015,
ORAL achieves the best performance. This is because too many edges can lead
to over-smoothing, while recovering too few edges can not incorporate enough
information into the input graph to guide open-world learning.

5 Related work

In this section, we briefly introduce the relevant research lines of our work,
namely graph neural networks and novel class discovery.
Graph Neural Networks. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are designed to
use deep learning architectures on graph-structured data [8,24,30] and node clas-
sification [2,12,13,15,21,22,23] is one of the most important downstream tasks of
GNNs. Early methods mainly focus on classifying the nodes within a set of fixed
classes with abundant labelling [2,23]. To ease the annotation burden, researchers
have paid much attention to semi-supervised setting [12,15] and few-shot setting
[5,20]. However, these methods are unable to automatically discover novel classes
emerged in the unlabeled test data where the method is required to estimate the
number of novel classes and classify the unlabeled nodes into either known or
novel classes.
Novel Class Discovery. To handle the unknown novel classes during testing,
early works [7,26,31,33] propose out-of-distribution detection methods to reject
samples not belonging to any known classes based on the statistics of prediction
logits. However, these methods can not further discover the novel classes among
the rejected samples. Under the assumption that the number of novel classes is
known, [1,9,11,35] propose to discover novel classes by clustering unlabeled data
on the representation space with the help of labeled known classes. [18,27,34]
further propose to automatically estimate the novel class number by utilizing the
labeling granularity provided by known classes. Nonetheless, all these methods
face challenges in distinguishing novel classes from others on graphs due to the
unwanted correlations between classes caused by edge connections.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose ORAL to discover novel classes for open-world graph
learning. As far as we known, this is the first work to deal with this challenging
yet practical problem. ORAL first employs the prototypical attention network
to distinguish novel classes from others during representation learning. ORAL

further generates pseudo-labels through clustering ensembles to exploit unla-
beled data and mitigate the lack of novel class labeling information. Extensive
experiment results on three public datasets show the superiority of our proposed
method. In the future, we would like to extend our method to more challenging
scenarios, like discovering novel classes on class-imbalanced graphs.
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